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Abstract. Many analytical tools have been devised to analyze CBR video coders, however only few have been 
applied to the VBR case. In this paper. we present a semi-Markov process model for approximating the 
stochastic equilibrium queue length distribution for VBR video sources multiplexed onto a constant capacity 
A TM channel. The sources are assumed to have two rates. and generate cells that pass through pre-buffers 
before joining a common queue on a FIFO basis. The model is based on a state process detined by the average 
rate of change of the queue length as a function of the number of active mini-sources of each type. and is 
solved using matrix-geometric techniques. An Access Control mechanism uses these results inside its policing 
function to control access to the network at call setup. Numerical results are obtained for various conditions. 
and compared to the ones obtained from simulation and fluid-flow models. and good agreement was achieved. 

Keywords: VBR Video: Semi-Markov: Matrix-geometric: ATM: Queue distribution: Call admission control. 

1. Introduction 

Statistical multiplexing of video signals has proven to be a difficult problem when it 
comes to bandwidth-allocation and traffic-control [1, 2, and 3]. Depending on the time 
when a decision is to be made, these difficulties may be classified into two groups: 

1. At call setup: when a new source requires service, it has to be decided 
whether to accept it or reject it, whether to allocate for it the requested 
bandwidth or decrease it to an acceptable level. This, will depend on the 
expected effect of adding the new source on the A TM link, i.e. if accepting a 
new source will degrade the quality of service (QoS) of any customers being 
already serviced; 

2. During connection: a congestion control mechanism, based on some policing 
function, has to be continuously monitoring some appropriate traffic parame-
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ters (for each source) in order to detect deviations from the expected behavior, 
and act according to a certain control policy. 

Our goal here. is to deal with the first difficulty. Many papers have addressed 
this subject either directly or indirectly. In [11. the problem of bandwidth allocation and 
traffic monitoring for ATM networks is addressed. The solution is based on forcing the 
video codecs to transmit only with a limited number of rates. The transmission capacity 
for a new connection is allocated according to the equilibrium distribution. while its 
long-term behavior is controlled by monitoring the holding and recurrence times of the 
corresponding Markov chains. Other works may be found in [3. 4. and Sl 

The latter situation did not yet get robust implementations. as it is very difficult to 
keep up pace with the very high speed channel. In [2]. the role of feedback in flow
control for high-speed broadband ISDN (B-ISDN) using ATM is studied. A single 
bottleneck switch that uses a threshold mechanism based on its buffer level. sends 
periodic feedback in a form of a single congestion indicator bit. The source receives this 
bit after a fixed delay and uses it to switch between two rates (similar to our source 
model). Explicit solution for the stationary distribution of this system is obtained using 
spectral decomposition. 

In this paper. we will apply Matrix-Geometric computational techniques to gather 
relevant statistical information data on the CUlTent status of the network link. and predict 
its behavior in case a new source requests a connection Fig.l. The only requirement 
assumed. in the prediction process. is that the new source has known statistical 
characteristics. 
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Fig. 1. Controlled statistical-multiplexer feeding an infinite buffer 
and a single server with fixed capacity. 
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This computational technique, i.e. Matrix-Geometric. was first introduced by 
Neuts in 1979 [6]. Then, it has been utilized extensively in a wide spectrum of 
applications. In the case of packetized voice, it has been used to approximate the 
stochastic equilibrium queue length distribution for a packet voice statistical 
multiplexing system [7]. It has been also applied to bandwidth allocation strategies for 
B-ISDN networks [8], to integrated video, voice, and data communications systems [4]. 
as a numerical method for ATM models [5], and to multicast switching [8]. 

2. Model Description 

2.1 Source model 
Each source is assumed to be operating 1I1 either one of two modes and 

characterized with the following parameters: 
A,,: high-rate generation rate to differentiate between the two modes of 

operation Fig.2 b; 
N : number of quantization levels in either mode: 
AI: low-rate generation rate representing the magnitude of the quantization 

levels Fig.2 a. 

d 

Fig. 2a. Low-rate mini-source. Fig. 2b. High-rate mini-source. 

For the resulting aggregate source model, let's denote by: 
M the number of independent video sources; 
N I (= N M) aggregate mini-sources oflow-rate; 

N2 (= M) aggregate mini-sources of high-rate. 

Each active mini-source generates packets with exponentially distributed lengths, 
independently of the other mini-sources, and according to a Poisson process. The 
parameters a and c represent the exponential rates with which the low-rate and the high
rate mini-sources tum ON, and the parameters band d are the corresponding rates for 
turning OFF. 

When active, a low-rate m1l11-source delivers A I cells/sec, and a high-rate mini

source delivers Ah cells/sec. These cells are then statistically multiplexed onto an ATM 

link forming an aggregate rate Ajk = j Al + k Ah Fig.l. The ATM link is assumed to 
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have a known constant capacity C cells/sec (i.e., one cell is removed from the queue, 
while non-empty, every I Ie sec). 

Matching equations 

The basic statistical measures (mean, variance, autocorrelation) of the video 
source model described above. may be derived in terms of the mini-source parameters. 
Then. a set of measurements obtained in [9] are used to match the model parameters to 
these values. A complete description of this process may be found in [10], and is 
omitted here for brevity purposes. 

2.2 Process description 

where: 
A continuous time Markov chain process S may be defined by the states (i,j.k), 

i: the number of cells in the queue; 
j: the number of active high-rate mini-sources; 
k: the number of active low-rate mini-sources. 

By assuming that C cannot be written as a linear combination of the phase 
parameters j and k (since Ajk = j A I + k Ah), two cases arise: 

I. underload (Ajk~: the queue (if non-empty) decreases at an average rate of 

(C - ~jk) ce!ls/spc, or equivalently the queue decreases by one cell every 

I I( C - Ajk) sec: 

J overload (Ajk>C!: the queue increases at an average rate of Vjk-C) cells sec, or 

equivalently the queue increases by one cell every l/(Ajk-C) sec 

A phase-process P may be derived by defining the continuous time Markov chain 
generated by using as states the number of active low-rate and high-rate mini-sources, 
i.e. the pair (j,k) [6] and [II]. 

2.3 System model 

It can be shown, in a manner similar to [7], that process S may be represented by 
a Markov Chain Embedded at instants of: 

• Phase Change; 
• Queue Increments; 
• Queue Decrements. 

Such process, is also known as Semi-Markov process. Its state diagram is shown 
In Fig.3. The expected sojourn time mijk in any process sta~e (i,j,k) will depend only on 
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the phase state U,k), and the queue length distribution can be obtained easily once the 
equilibrium state probabilities Pijk are determined [7]. 

Fig. 3. State-transition-rate diagram for the aggregate source model. 

3. Queue Distribution 

3.1 Problem formulation 

From renewal theory [12], it is well known that: 

where: 

qjjk m jjk 

OC) N, N, 

I I I qlmn mlmn 
I~O m~O n~O 

P'jk = the equilibrium state probabilities; 
qiJk = the equilibrium probabilities of the Embedded Markov Chain; 
miJk =the expected sojourn times. 

(I) 
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Let us denote by P[l,m,n ~ i,j,kj, the transition probabilities of the Embedded 

Markov Chain, which will be the (m, nih element of the column vector P/: i . From 

Markov chain theory [13], it is well known that: 

00 N, N, 

qijk L L Lqlmn P[l,m,n ---+ i,j,k] (2) 
I~O m~O n~O 

Let us denote alsobyleveltthesetofstates(C,m,n), where:O<m<N1,O<n< 

N1, and by qi the row vector defined by: 

ql =[qioo,qilO,qi20 .. ·,q,N10,qiol,q,II·· ·,qiNll·· ·,qiN1N2] 
Thus, (2) may be rewritten as: 

qijk 

I f we denote by q the partitioned infinite row vector [qo, q I , q2 , ... ], then we get: 

q qQ 

fBo Ao 0 0 ···l 
I BI Al Ao 0 ···1 

where: Q = 1 0 A2 AI Ao ···1 
1 0 0 A2 AI 1 

l . . .. J 
... 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

is an infinite dimensional square matrix containing the transition probabilities for the 
Embedded Markov Chain, where all matrices Ao, At, A2, Bo, and B, are defined in 
Appendix A. 

The expressions of the expected sojourn times mijk may be found in terms of the 
parameter Ijk given by: 

(6) 

Using (6) and arrival rate Ajb we get: 
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(7) 

3.2 Computational method 

Equation (4) can be solved readily using the Matrix-Geometric techniques 
developed by Neuts [6]. The solution is summarized by theorem 1.3.2 in [6], which 
requires the matrix A = A2 + AI + Au to be irreducible. 

From the form of matrix A derived in Appendix A, it can be proven easily, that: 

Theorem: All elements oj' the matrix A adjacent to the principal diagonal are non-zero 
(i. e. all states communicate and form one recurrent class). All the other elements are 
zero. 

This, will lead us to: 
Corollary 1: The matrix A is irreducible. 
Corollmy 2: Results oj'theorem 1.3.2 in [6] can be used in solving (4). 

U sing the results in Appendix A, the denom inator of equation (I) can be rewritten 
as: 

N, Ci 2 

I I I qllk illijk 
i~O i~O k ~O 

N, N, 

= I I[illOjk qOik + ill ljk (q~k - qOlk)] 
J~O k~O 

(8) 

where eacr q;k represents the equilibrium fraction of transitions into the phase state 

"" 
(j,k) (i.e., q;k = I qijk ), and is computed by: 

(9) 

where R is the minimal non-negative solution of the matrix equation: 

(10) 

and qo is a positive left invariant eigenvector of the matrix Bo + R Bio i.e verifying: 
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(11 ) 

and normalized by: 

1 e [11 ... If ( 12) 

The rest of the equilibrium probabilities for the Embedded Markov Chain will be 
computed using q, = qo R i. 

The stochastic equilibrium probabilities Pijk will be then computed using (I), and 
the queue length distribution will be computed by summing over all values of/ and k. 

4. Model Validation 

The results presented will be showing the loss probability as a function of the 
queue size in milliseconds, i.e. the probability that the queue size is larger than a certain 
value. 

4.1 Quantization levels N 

The choice of the number of quantization levels N as a free parameter was 
justified by our results. Indeed, the variation in the survivor function' versus the buffer 
size with N as a parameter was negligible for any N;::: 2. 

4.2 Packet size 

Similar observation holds for the packet size, i.e. the variation in the survivor 
function versus the buffer size with the packet size as parameter was negligible. This 
means that the results presented will hold not only for A TM networks, but also for other 
networks. 

4.3 Computation of matrix R 

The iterative computation of matrix R using (10) was the essential factor in 
detennining the convergence speed of the algorithm. Moreover, we noted that the 
execution of the program was slower as the number M of multiplexed sources increased . 

• the survivor function is defined as: Prob{ queue size> x} = J-F(x) = Prob(loss given that the buffer size = x), 
where F(x) is the distribution function given by: F(x) = Prob{ queue size < x} 
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5. Results 
We will show in what follows the most salient results of our study. The results 

presented will be in terms of the probability of loss as a function of the buffer size, 
which is given in msecs. Note that this probability is equivalent to the probability of 
having the queue size larger than the buffer size. 
The parameters used are chosen to give a clear picture of the trend in the results. This, 
of course, holds for all the parameters used, i.e. the utilization, the holding time, and the 
activity-ratio, where: 

• utilization = total arrival rate over the channel capacity; 
• holding time = average time spent in either mode; 
• activity ratio = average arrival rate in high-rate mode over average arrival 

rate in low-rate mode. 

5.1 Comparison with other models 

In FigA, we have compared our results with those in [9] and [10] for a utilization 
of 75%, a mean-ratio of 2.5, a holding-time of 1.5 sec, and for a single video source. We 
noticed that the two analytic models (i.e. fluid-flow and matrix-geometric) are in good 
agreement. while the simulation is close to the model results for buffer sizes less than 
1000 msec. 

[oglo Prob(loss) 

o 

-1.0 

-2.0 

Simulation 

Fluid-1lovv 
-3.0 

Matrix-geometric 

200 600 1000 1400 

butfer size (msec) 

Fig. 4. Comparison to fluid-flow model and simulation. 
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When we make the same comparison for a higher number of video sources, we 
found out that the obtained results become practically identical with the other analytical 
models, while the difference with those obtained using the simulation become quite 
significant. 

This is due to the assumption that we made on the operation of the queueing 
system, i.e. the queue length cannot be increasing when the total rate of the mini-sources 
is less than the channel capacity C. This will over-estimate the probability that the queue 
is empty, when compared to the simulation's. In fact, the queue length will be 

fluctuating positively around zero when Ai) < C (since we have a single server). 

5.2 Smoothing-effect 

The smoothing effect of statistical multiplexing is shown in Fig. 5. The data was 
obtained for a utilization of 75%, a holding-time of 1.5 sec, a activity-ratio of 2.5, and 
number of levels N = 5. As the number of multiplexed sources is increased the system 
performance improves compared to a single source with the same characteristics. This 
shows once again the significant gain obtained by using the statistical mUltiplexing 
technique. 

loglo Prob(loss) 

" '-
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Fig. 5. Smoothing effect. 
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5.3 Holding-time 

The effects of the holding-time are shown in Fig. 6. The data obtained was for a 
utilization of 75%, a activity-ratio of2.5, number of levels N = 5, and number of sources 
M = 5. A degradation in the survivor function was observed when the holding-time was 
increased. This is due to the fact that the sources that are in the high rate mode are given 
enough time to build-up the queue size. 

loglo Prob(loss) 
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Fig. 6. Holding time effect. 

5.4 Activity-ratio 

200 300 400 500 

buffer size (msec) 

The effects of the activity-ratio are shown in Fig. 7. The data obtained was for a 
utilization of 75%, a holding-time of 1.5 sec, number of levels N = 5, and number of 
sources M =5. For the same reasons as with the holding-time. we observed a 
degradation in the survivor function when the activity-ratio increases. as this also 
permits the queue to build up during the high-rate mode period. 
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Fig. 7. Activity ratio effect. 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper, we have applied a robust mathematical technique in calculating 
stationary probabilities for an A TM switch with infinite buffer size. The major 
advantage of this technique is the stability of its recursive computational algorithm for 
the matrix R. However, this algorithm still needs some improvement regarding its 
convergence speed, which we think, should not be a formidable task. 

The major findings are in the confirmation of the previous work in [9 and 10] 
concerning the effects of statistical multiplexing, and the performance degradation 
incurred when either the holding time or the activity level are increased. Also, we have 
shown once more the versatility of the Matrix-geometric technique by applying it in the 
analysis of A TM networks carrying VBR video traffic. 

A straightforward continuation of this work, can be the generalization of this 
technique for multi-level VBR video traffic, and in improving the performance of the 
computational algorithm. 
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Appendix A 

From Markov chain theory, we have: 

00 N] N2 

LL L qlrnn P[l,m,n ~ i,j,k] (a-I) 

1=0 m=O n=O 

and using the previous notation, the row vector qi may be written as: 

00 00 

Lq] [P]~i , P]~i , ... , P]~io , ... , p]~~2] = Lq] PHi (a-2) 

where P]-->i can be derived easily from (a-2), and represents the transition probability 
matrix from states at level I to states at level i . 
By assuming that queue increments or decrements of more than one packet at a time is 
not possible, we get: 

• P]-->i*" 0, only for: 1 = i-I, or 1 = i, or 1 = i+l, and i>O. 
• PHO *" 0, only for: 1 = 0, or I = 1, and i=O. 

Thus, we have: 
qo = qo Po-->o + ql PHO 
qi = qi-l P(i-I)-->i + qi Pi-->i + qi+1 P(i+I)-->i , for i>O. 

It can be shown that for i>O, the transition probabilities are independent of the 
level they are in. Thus, we have: 

• Ao = P(i-I)-->i = PO-->I 
• Al = Pi-->i = PI-->I 
• Az = P(i+I)-->i == PZ-->l 
• Bo = Po-->o 
• BI = P1-->0 

Equations (4) and (5) then follow readily. 
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